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Virtuous cycle for design
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Quick thoughts on Emergence
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Weak emergence: ~ Generalization
~ Inductive bias
train on a subset of the “phase space” and confirm that known
larger scale / more collective effects show up

Actual emergence: ~ Discovery
observe unknown larger scale / more collective effects show up –
trust them to be physical and not artifacts !



Autodiff,
uncertainty, and
ML potentials
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Atomistic simulations
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Molecular Dynamics  

a simulation technique that uses classical (Newtonian) dynamics of many particles and statistical mechanics to 
understand the collective behavior of atoms and molecules

- Matter typically involves Avogadro’s number of particle (1023)

- Many processes we care about take milliseconds or longer.
The ergodic principle suggests we can trade simulation length with 
ensemble size

- Interactions between atoms are governed by Quantum Mechanics.
Solving them has huge cost–accuracy tradeoffs. Surrogates are needed

We aspire to use ML to take on as many of these better as we can: 
replace QM, reduce particle count, enhance sampling 

Essentially, propagates the motion of 
- 100s to millions of atoms

- 1 to ~5 femtoseconds at at time

- Given their interaction potential



Using
NN potentials
for molecules
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Excited State potentials
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Multi-target neural networks that predict the energies (and 
forces) of multiple states

◦ Excited-state dynamics and reactivity

◦ Non-adiabatic dynamics and internal conversion in photo switches

◦ Diabatic Neural Networks learn smooth diabatic surfaces that 
diagonalize into the training-data adiabatic energies and forces

◦ Diazobenzene compounds have rich, fast photophysics with CI close 
to cis/trans transition state. Photopharmacological applications.  

Axelrod S et al  arXiv:2108.04879 2021 Accepted at Nature Communications

640,000 geometries 
SF-TDDFT BHHLYP/6-31G*
8,000 unique azobenzenes

Energies, forces, and gaps



Ion transport in solids
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Nat Commun 10, 5260 (2019)

Crystalline inorganic solids are also potential 
alternative to liquid electrolytes

NN Potentials work just the same for crystals (just 
need periodic boundaries)

LGPS (Li10GeP2S12) has very high ionic conductivity. 

Experiments and simulations did not agree, and 
neither could bridge gap in observations

NN-MD demonstrates a switchover in the behavior 
of the material where one of the modes of Li-
transport shuts down at intermediate temperatures



Differentiable 
uncertainty
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Uncertainty and active learning
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Quantifying uncertainty in NNs is possible (kernel methos are 
naturals at this)

Mean-variance estimation
Monte-Carlo dropout
Ensembling

Evidential uncertainty

Every prediction (E, F) now comes with a standard deviation that – in 
principle – is correlated with error enabling Active Learning

How to find uncertain points to improve the model – we can call the 
oracle!

•Run the simulation and pause when the model is uncertain, retrain 
(unpractical for NNs)

• Run the simulation and gather many frames where model is uncertain 

•Have the full converged simulation already (not that much need for AL 
then?) 



Adversarial Attacks on Interatomic potentials
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MD to get training data is impractical

NN-MD is very unstable. Ground-truth MD is very expensive.  

Gradient ascent attack on probability-weighted uncertainty for Active Learning

D Schwalbe-Koda*, AR Tan*, R Gómez-Bombarelli Nature communications 12 (1), 1-12 2021



Adversarial Attacks on Interatomic potentials
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Ensemble uncertainty on the forces

[energy uncertainty is less correlated with error 
that force uncertainty with force error]

Likelihood based on visited points

Displace atoms from starting frames towards region that maximize the likelihood-
weighted uncertainty through gradient ascent 



2D Well
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Better data efficiency and more predictive potential



Diffusion of organics in silica nanopores
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On molecule-zeolite interactions

- 10% of the data produces more improvement than random



Rev-MD17 uncertainty 

1/24/2023 15Tan AR 2023 In preparation



Uncertainty Attribution for condensed phase
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E + 𝜎𝐸,
Ԧ𝐹 + 𝜎𝐹

Attribution = 
𝛿𝜎

𝛿 Ԧ𝑟

Going from molecular to bulk, it is not enough to do 
adversarial sampling, we need to carve out uncertain 
environments: attribution

Attribution allows extracting only the 
uncertain local environments 

Acute Si-O-H bond angle



Testing the potential – is this emergence?
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Radial density function in 400 H2O system

Ref: Zaverkin V, Holzmüller D, Schuldt R, Kästner J. Predicting properties of periodic systems from cluster data: A case study of liquid water. The Journal of Chemical Physics. 2022 Mar 21;156(11):114103.

Density: 1.08g/cc.(1.12-1.13 reported)
Diffusivity: 1.77±0.05  10-9 m2/s 
(1.39-1.82 reported)

100 H2O 98 H2O + H+ + OH-

The pKw of water comes out as 16.6 (17.4 with metadynamics)
The expected pKa is 17 which is 3pKa more than 14, because of 
Quantum Nuclear Effects.

Auto ionization in 100 H2O system
Formation energy of solid 

nanoporous materials

Trained only on amorphous molecular 
fragments, confirmed generalization to 

large crystalline solids



Beyond Forces
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Turns out we wanted good forces and energies to produce good MD. That was the end goal

Reporting how good an architecture does at reproducing (heldout) data is a necessary condition, but it 
is not sufficient. 

The real question is whether I can run MD and produce accurate, rigorous and valuable statistics. 

arXiv:2210.07237v1

Fu et al, put together this amazing benchmark 



Differentiable 
Simulations
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Differentiable MD simulations
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Hamiltonian dynamics

Adjoint

Use Neural ODE setting to learn through time evolution 
or ensemble (ergodic principle) of MD simulation 

Can take gradient through ~1,000 frames of MD 
simulation with tens of atoms.

The reverse-mode automatic differentiation computes the 
gradient through the adjoint states without backpropagating 
through the forward computations

Grathwohl et. al ICLR 2019 1810.01367, Wang. W et al. 2020 2003.00868 



Differentiable MD simulations
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Reproduce Radial Distribution  Functional 
Learn interatomic potential that results in the atomistic 
distribution with the given RDF
water 298K 1atm

O-O only

O-O O-H and H-H



More on Pair potentials
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Can fit to multiple state points and composition at the same time, 
improving generalization. 

Fitting CG RDF of water at with temperature dependence

DiffSim and IBI potentials fitted to reproduce g(r) of 
Lennard-Jones potentials 

arXiv:2209.07679v1 Wang et al. 2022

Henderson theorem states there is a one-to-
one mapping between potential and g(r) but 

the fitting can be very sensitive 



DiffSim for barrier crossing
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If the initial and final states are known. Set up two 
DiffSim trajectories from both ends

Sipka et al. 2023 arXiv:2301.03480



Issues and tools needed
Partial backprop Detach gradients so DiffSim is 
Markovian: the bias potential B only depends on x
and n

Mini batching

Langevin dynamics finite memory dynamics and 
therefore decaying adjoints
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Exploding / vanishing gradients

Slow and fast dynamics

Chaotic behavior (the longer the 
trajectory)

One update per trajectory



More examples
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5D Muller-Brown

Ala2



Un- or semi-
supervised
coarse-graining
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𝐷(𝑧)

Coarse Graining Auto-Encoding Framework

𝑧𝑥𝑡 𝐸(𝑥) 𝒙𝒕

𝑳𝑽𝑪𝑮𝑬 = | − 𝒃 ⋅ 𝛁𝐱𝐕 + 𝜵𝒛𝑽𝑪𝑮 𝑬 𝒙 |𝟐+ 𝑫 𝑬 𝒙𝒕 − 𝒙𝒕
𝟐 +𝝆𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒔 𝑬 𝒙

𝟐

𝑏
−𝛻x𝑉 −𝛻z𝑉𝐶𝐺−

• AutoEncoder automatically coarse-grains atomistic coordinates to CG coordinates in a data-driven way
• Force matching also helps to shape the learning of CG and obtain 𝑉𝐶𝐺(𝑧 = 𝐸(𝑥)) for CG simulations

1/24/2023 27W Wang et al npj Comput. Mater. 2019, 5



𝝓

CG Encoder In Training

Automatic CG for small molecules
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120 atoms of 
polyethylene

npj Comput. Mater. 2019, 5 (1); Ruza R. 2020 arXiv:2007.14144  



CG of molecular liquids
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Ethane Ionic liquid

Very simple system, still requires complex potential Temperature-transferable, long+short range NN 
potential recovers structure and kinetics

Self-diffusion activation energy

npj Comput. Mater. 2019, 5 (1); Ruza R. 2020 arXiv:2007.14144  



Equivariant generative decoder
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Information is always lost in CG – needs to be recovered 
statistically.

All atom to CG is surjective, a generative (non-
deterministic) model is needed

Avoid FF refinement.  

Create latent variable to hold info for decoding 
(depends on x and X at train and only on X during 
inference.

Equivariant decoding through inter-bead vectors.

W Wang et al arXiv:2201.12176



Recovers structure even in ultra-CG
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Evaluate on alanine dipeptide and chignolin

Metrics are RMSD and fraction of chemical bonds missing + diversity of samples. 

Baselines are equivariant linear decoder and non-equivariant NN decoder.



GenZProt
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Internal coordinates
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Generalizes and improves over CG-VAE

1/24/2023 34Yang S 2023 in preparation 



Reconstruction vs Generation
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Virtual discovery
Interplaying ML and simulations allows accelerated 

design of materials. 

If the methods are there it’s engineering 

Sometimes one needs to make their own tools
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Thanks!


